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2. Summary
The goal of our media exchange was to compare the immigration policies and political
strategies between Italy and France. My media report consists in a 27 min radio documentary.
It starts with a series of vox pops of the citizens of the multicultural district in Paris (La
Villette) who all respond to the same question: Is France a racist country? How is life for
immigrants in Paris? Rama Yade’s interview follows ordinary citizens’ opinion. A former
Minister of the Sarkozy’s government explains how and why she represented a symbol of
diversity in this government adding that she just wanted to be a symbol of French citizens as a
whole. So she confesses that being considered an ordinary female politician, wasn’t that easy.
Rama Yade also gives us an idea of the French model of immigration. The opi nions of some
minority groups are reflected through the interviews with the most significant representatives
of the Turkish community in Paris. Documentary than continues with the vox pops of the
citizens interviewed in one of the most multicultural districts in Rome: Piazza Vittorio. Rama
Yade’s Italian counterpart is former Italian Minister for integration: Cécile Kyenge. She
explains her work during the year in this first Ministry for Integration in Italy and why she was
so important in promoting diversity not just to Italian citizens but also within politicians.
Documentary also hosts a French journalist, Flore Murard -Yovanovich who explains the diverse
migration policies of these two countries.

3.

Biography of the author
MARINA LALOVIC - Italy

Journalist
Radio RAI 3 - mondo3.rai.it
RAI — Radiotelevisione italiana is Italy's national public broadcasting company.
Radio3 is Italian radio channel operated by the state-owned public-broadcasting
organization RAI.

Radio3Mondo is Radio3's radio show that broadcasts news

reports from around the world, international press review, stories, interviews
and on-the-spot reporting including highlights. website:mondo3.rai.it
I am a Serbian journalist from Belgrade who has been living in Italy since 2000. I graduated from
the University "La Sapienza" (Rome) in Journalism and Publishing. I worked
as a journalist for BABEL TV (SKY Italy channel 141 - www.babel.tv) and I'm
currently a host-radio moderator for Radio Television of Italy (RAI) –
Radio3Mondo a radio show that broadcasts news reports from around the
world, international press review, stories, interviews and on-the-spot
reporting including highlights. I was also working as a correspondent from
Rome for a Serbian daily "Politika" and also for the ser bian radio-television B92. In 2009 I also
cooperated with Associated Press Television News bureau in Rome.
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